§ 0. Introduction
The concept of extended affine root systems was introduced by K. Saito [6] to construct a flat structure for the space of the universal deformation of a simple elliptic singularity. An extended affine root system is by definition an extension of an affine root system by one dimensional radical (see Definition 1.2). It is a natural problem to construct a Lie algebra associated with the root system.
In [7] , P. Slodowy constructed a Lie algebra for an arbitray extended affine root system in such a way that the set of its real roots coincides with the root system. For Independently, M. Wakimoto also constructed in [8] Lie algebras associated with the extended affine root systems. In the case of ^4 Z (1>1) , Di 1 ' 1 * or £ z (1>1) , they may be expressed in the form 8 = 9®C'C^fS ^l~]®Cc®Cdi@Cd 2 , whose commutation relations are defined by the formulae
where c is the center. Further he constructed their Hermitian representation such that the center of g acts trivially.
For an application to the deformation theory of simple elliptic singularities, it should be important to construct vertex representations of the Lie algebras. In this paper, using vertex operators, we shall construct a Lie algebra which has the extended affine root system A[ l '^t £^( lil) or El 1 ' 1 ) as the set of real roots, following the idea of I. B. Frenkel [1] , I. B. Frenkel-V. G. Kac [2] and P. Goddard-D. Olive [3] . They may be expressed in the form Cy, H-^QCdiQCdz where g(/? 0 ) is the affine Lie algebra of type A?\ Dô r EP (see Theorem 2.5). Furthermore we shall consider the Weyl group W R of the Lie algebra g(/?) (see Proposition 3.4). The Weyl group W R is important for the theory of simple elliptic singularities since the coordinate ring of the base space of the deformation is the 1/F^-invariant functions (^-functions) on an affine subspace of the Cartan subalgebra of g(/?)-Let us give a brief view on the contents of this paper. In § 1, following K. Saito, we shall describe the structure of an extended affine root system with a marking (see Proposition 1.7). In § 2, for any extended affine root system whose elements are all of length 2, we shall construct a Lie algebra using a vertex operator (see Theorem 2.5). In §3, we shall consider the Weyl group of the Lie algebra (see Proposition 3.4).
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In this section, following K. Saito [6] , we shall describe the marked extended affine root systems.
Let us start with the definition of general root systems. Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over R with a metric (• •) of signature (/+, / 0 , L), i. e., /+, /" or /_ is the number of positive, zero or negative eigenvalues of (-|°) respectively. From now on, we investigate extended affine root systems only. Namely, we assume that the metric ( -! • ) has a signature (/, 2, 0).
We define a subspace of F by Let G be a marking for R. Then the pair (R, G) is called a marked extended affine root system belonging to (•!')• Note that there may be (at most) two different marked extended affine root systems for an extended affine root system. For example, following K. Saito's classification of marked extended affine root systems, Gl 1 -^ and Gf-15 are isomorphic as extended affine root systems (see [6] ). We denote by R f (R a ) the image set of (kp)) (see [6] and [8] ). To get the marked extended affine Dynkin diagram (cf. Saito [6] ) from the weighted affine Dynkin diagram (F a , (kp)), we do the following operation: Let / be the set of ft (Q^p^l) Now we describe the structure of a marked extended affine root system (R, G). Since R a is an affine root system, R a is decomposed into a finite number of orbits of the affine Weyl group W a and each orbit contains some simple root a^ (O^S/^/). Hence we can define a mapping k of R a into the set of natural numbers N as follows :
for any w^W a and fjt=Q, 1, •••,/.
Then we get the following proposition:
G} be a marked extended affine root system and d z be a Z-basis of G. Then we have § 2. Construction of Lie Algebras Associated with Marked
Extended Affine Root Systems
In this section, following the ideas of I.E. Frenkel-V.G. Kac [2] , I.E. Frenkel [1] and P. Goddard-D. Olive [3] , we shall associate a Lie algebra with a marked extended affine root system such that all the elements are of length 2, by using a vertex operator.
Let F be an (/+4)-dimensional vector space over R with a metric (-|-) whose signature is (1+2, 0, 2). We fix a maximal isotropic subspace L in F: (ii) \_ x p, ^l-V^^k,), We denote by S(JC-) the symmetric algebra generated by M-.
Now let the above operators act on V=S(&-)®C[Q(R)1 as follows: (2.4) ( i ) for m<0, p^(
(ii) for m <0, inductively,
We set for 
where the z integral on a contour positively encircling £, excluding z=Q and the C integral is then taken positively encircling £= 0.
Proof. We can easily check (i) by (2.6) and Lemma 2.1. Here we prove (ii) only. Let F Q ={^C\ ICI=r} and r t ={zeC| |z|=r t Kf=l, 2) for r 2 <r 0 <r 1 . Then, by (i) and (2.7), we have 
(ii).
Proof of (ii). If (a|£)= -1, F(z; Q has a simple pole at z=C as a function of z. Therefore we have Now to modify equations in Corollary 2.3, we introduce the following operators : Motivated by these formulae, we introduce the following endomorphism t n and pp of 6(/?) for any a,
